The us Navy's first frontline F-35C squadron,
VFA-147 'Argonauts'
reached initial operating
capability [IOCJ in
February 2019, paving the
way for the type's first
operational deployment.

REPORT
Jamie Hunter

AS LEMOORE, CALIFORNIA,
is bedding down as the lead
fleet base for the Lockheed
Martin F-3SC Lightning II.
The Commander, Naval Air
Forces and the US Marine
Corps Deputy Commandant for Aviation
jointly announced on February 28,
2019, that the US Navy's F-35C had
achieved initial operational capability
(IOC) with strike fighter squadron VFA147. The milestone came shortly after
the'Argonauts' had completed aircraft
carrier qualifications aboard USS Carl

Vinson (CVN 70), receiving its safe-forUS NAVY 8 MARINE CORPS AIR POWER YEARBOOK 2019

flight operations certification, and was

said in a statement. 'We are adding

F-35C in particular. Even with a relatively

properly manned, trained and equipped

an incredible weapon system into the

small fleet, the US Navy is reportedly

to conduct its assigned missions in

arsenal of our Carrier Strike Groups that

failing to achieve an availability rate for the

support offleet operations.

significantly enhances the capability of the

F-35C above 50 per cent. Parts shortages

joint force:

and use of the troublesome Autonomic

Joint Strike Fighter Wing commander,
CAPT Max McCoy said: 'The'Argonauts"

An F-35C from
the US Navy's
first operational
Lightning II
squadronVFA-147 at
NAS Lemoore.
US Navy/CMCS
Shannon E.
Renfroe

To make IOC, VFA-147 needed to have

Logistics Information System (ALIS) have

safe-for-flight operations certification

1O Block 3F F-35Cs on its books, to be fully

been blamed amid capability-driven

was earned through the herculean

manned, with all pilots qualified for shore-

milestones.

effort of squadron sailors and is an

based and then carrier operations and

acknowledgement that they have

able to conduct specific mission sets. The

Path to IOC

developed the skills to safely maintain and

maintainers had to be able to support the

In preparation for transition to the F-35(,

operate the F-35C

aircraft and the logistics system had to be

the US Navy initially stood up VFA-101

in place and functioning. However, despite

'Grim Reapers' to commence training of

for combat and ready to win; commander

the declaration, serious concerns remain

an initial cadre of instructors at Eglin AFB,

of Naval Air Forces VADM DeWolfe Miller

over the mission capable rates of the

Florida. It then reactivated VFA-125 'Rough

'The F-35C is ready for operations, ready
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Raiders' at Lemoore as the west coast fleet

Lemoore and almost immediately began

101 is recalled as an east coast training

replacement squadron (FRS) for the carrier

the process of converting to the F-35C

unit at Oceana.

variant of the Lightning II in January 2017.

having flown its final F/ A-18E sorties on

VFA-147'Argonauts'was subsequently
selected as the first operational squadron

The wind-down in activities at VFA-

January 23, 2018.

101 meant that the VFA-147 team was
trained and grown within VFA-125 in

The Chief of Naval Operations directed

to take the F-35C on its charge -

on September 10, 2018, that VFA-101

completing its last deployment with

should be deactivated by July 1, 2019, and

the F/ A-18E Super Hornet in December

go into 'suspended animation'. With plans

2017. Having undertaken a six-month

for just one F-35C squadron per air wing

deployment with CVW-11 aboard the

at the present time due to low production

USS Nimitz (CVN 68), the unit returned to

rates, it could be some time before VFA-

Below : A pair of
VFA-147 F-35Cs
fly over the
Sierra Nevada
in November

2018. US Navy/
CMCS Shannon E.
Renfroe

its purpose-built facilities under the
Commander, Joint Strike Fighter Wing
(CJSFW) at Lemoore using a mix of aircraft
from the training units. NAS Lemoore is
in the midst of establishing new facilities
to accommodate seven fleet F-35C

'Argonauts' pilot CDR Kyle
Jason, F-35C Lightning II
Fleet Integration Team officer
in charge, performs preflight inspection on one of
the squadron's jets at NAS
Lemoore last November. US
Navy/MCS3C Jason Isaacs
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VFA-147 formally undertook its first
official flight with the F-35C on April 18,
2018, with LT Dave'Strokes'Hinkle at the
controls before the squadron formally
received its first assigned F-35C (Bu No
169305/ NH-407) in October 2018.

Steps to deployment
In line with the concurrent nature of the
overall F-35 program, VFA-147 was already
spinning up its IOC requirements as the
unit was growing. In August 2018, the
'Argonauts'joined FRS instructors for an
underway period aboard USS Abraham

Lincoln (CVN 72) off the US eastern
seaboard alongside elements of Carrier

VFA-147 flies a
mission over the
mountains to
the east of NAS
Lemoore in early
2018. US Navy/
LCDR Darin Russell

Below: A VFA-147
F-3SC'traps'
aboard the USS

Carl Vinson.
The squadron
is expected to
make its maiden
cruise with the
Lightning II
aboard this ship.
US Navy/ MCS3C
Matthew Granito

e F-35C is ready for operations, ready
for combat and ready to win
Commander of Naval Air Forces
VADM Dewolfe Miller
of integrated operations, dubbed

status to VFA-147, and after it completed

Operational Test I (OT-I). This marked

independent carrier operations aboard

the Lightning ll's first outing as part of a

the USS Carl Vinson (CVN 70) in late 2018 it

CVW as six aircraft from VFA-125 (some

received the full safe-for-flight operations

in VFA-147 markings but on the charge

certification on December 12. CDR Patrick

ofVFA-125) joined F/A-18E/ Fs, EA-18G

Corrigan was the squadron commander

Growlers and E-2D Advanced Hawkeyes

at the time, and commented: 'As the

aboard the carrier.

'Argonauts' close out 2018 and the final

On October 19, CJSFW issued an interim
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stages of our safe-for-flight certification,
we continue to exhibit the relentless drive

VFA-147

required to meet transition goals and
milestones. With this certification, we are
announcing that we have the right skills,
training and people to take this mission
and execute it, to its fullest potential:
VFA-147 is the Navy's first combatcapable, fully deployable and fully
integrated squadron, scheduled to make
a maiden cruise with CVW-11 in Fiscal
Year 2021 aboard the USS Carl Vinson .
CAPT McCoy said that VFA-147 is now
conducting squadron-level training and
individual certifications and that it is
now part of CVW-2 and will eventually
move into air wing-level training and
then strike group-level training under the
leadership of its new skipper, CDR Daniel
'Tonto' Kitts. ,0,

'Rough Raiders'
andVFA-147
'Argonauts' on
a jointtraining
mission from
NAS Lemoore. US
Navy/LCDR Darin
Russell

Right: A member
of the deck crew
directs an F-3SC
on the flight deck
of USS Abraham
Lincoln during air
wing integration
exercises in the
Atlantic last
August. US
Navy/MCS3C
Ethan J. Soto
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